Aptean Food & Beverage ERP

Using Aptean
Food & Beverage
ERP to Track
Your Cost of
Production
Accurate, actionable data
can push your business
to new heights

When it comes to determining cost of production, fresh produce businesses like yours are faced with a tall task.
There are a lot of factors to consider, and with pricing largely in the hands of retailers, it’s essential to get
an accurate estimate of just how much money goes into what you grow—especially as you start to explore
what pricing strategies are right for you.
That’s why we’ve peeled away the layers of complexity for you here—let’s go over just what counts toward cost of
production, why it’s a vital figure to know, and how integrated enterprise resource planning (ERP) technology can
give you the pinpoint accuracy you need.

Cost of production, defined
On the surface, tracking the monetary resources that go toward growing your produce seems simple enough.
But it’s not enough to just examine the costs of growing and harvesting—what about the washing, packing,
storing and transportation expenses?
Clearly, there’s more to the matter than you might originally assume. Breaking down costs into the categories of
direct and indirect can help to illustrate all you need to take into account:
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Direct cost is the money that is allocated to a single line of produce, and is scalable to the amount grown.
Examples include:
• Seeds and fertilizer
• Treatment of the crops
• Taxes and other regulatory costs
Indirect cost includes more general business expenses, but these can’t always be allocated accurately
according to each line of produce. Some examples are:
• Machinery and technology (including upkeep and depreciation)
• Labor
• Property costs and maintenance

Ensuring precision and optimizing procedures
Really nailing down your costs—especially those of the indirect variety—can be tough. Determining labor costs
for a single unit of one type of produce, for example, can sometimes only be estimated by segmenting the
overall cost of labor to the business in proportion with the relative volume of the type of produce in question.

By monitoring your costs,
you’ll be able to notice market
fluctuations that make certain
types of produce more or less
profitable, and shift your focus
accordingly.
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Of course, that ignores the variations in labor time for different lines, as well as how intensive your various
farming methods are. Try these approaches to help you achieve greater accuracy in determining costs and
making informed decisions:
• I dentify produce lines with the best and worst returns on investment. With a firm figure for cost of
production, you can easily compare to per-unit revenue and shift operations to favor your most profitable
lines.
• R
 oot out inefficiencies. This doesn’t mean your business has to abandon its less profitable lines—instead,
examine them closely and identify how your processes can be optimized and costs reduced.
• M
 ake smarter buying and selling decisions. By monitoring your costs, you’ll be able to notice market
fluctuations that make certain types of produce more or less profitable, and you can shift your focus
accordingly.

Achieving more with an industry-specific ERP
With all of the moving pieces that make up cost of production in produce, the need for an industry-specific
software solution is evident. That’s where Aptean Food & Beverage ERP comes in, serving you by:
• Combining all databases and eliminating information silos
• Bringing all systems into a single, user-friendly interface
• Allowing for more comprehensive data collection and interpretation
• Tracking all aspects of your business’s activity
Considering data frequently is underutilized in the produce industry—the importance of a tool like our ERP
is obvious. Important figures and facts that would otherwise be logged in a spreadsheet and then forgotten
instead can be key points that inform action items.

It’s essential to get an
accurate estimate of
how much money goes
into what you grow especially as you start
to explore what pricing
strategies are right
for you.
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Aptean Food and Beverage ERP also takes advantage of practical hardware, like touchscreen terminals, for
on-the-job data recording, which enables more transparent analysis of indirect costs down to each individual
line of produce. With features like this, your business can unlock the benefits of intuitive reporting and
modeling, smarter decision-making and a more nuanced understanding of cost of production.
Learn more about how our industry-specific ERP can help your fresh produce business. And if you’re interested
in partnering with Aptean for your software solutions, reach out to us today.

Are You Ready to
Learn More?
Interested to see how Aptean
Food & Beverage ERP can
help you better manage
your food company?
Contact us at info@aptean.com
or visit www.aptean.com.
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